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Abstract 
The current study aimed to investigate the use of physical activity as a context cue for 
object location memory. Two studies are reported in which physical activity is used as a 
context for object location memory. Experiment 1 utilized a I-list design, wherein 52 
undergraduate students were asked to encode and recall 28 objects from a grid, while 
either walking or standing. It was expected that participants engaging in matching 
physical activities at encoding and recall would have significantly higher rates of recall 
for object locations when compared to participants in the non-matching physical activity 
conditions. Results did not support my hypothesis: there was no evidence of a context 
effect of physical activity on object location memory. Experiment 2 was conducted with 
a 2-list design. Overall, 38 undergraduate students were asked to encode and recall two 
grids containing 14 objects each, while either walking or standing. Experiment 2 did not 
find context effects of physical activity on object location memory either. However, there 
was a significant advantage for females in the task, and, in both experiments, a significant 
interference effect of physical activity on recall was found. The failure to find a 
significant context effect is discussed in terms of the outshining hypothesis. 
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Physical Activity as a Context Cue for Object Location Memory 
Context dependent memory refers to the phenomenon that occurs when memory 
for learned material is greater when the environment or situation is the same at both the 
time of learning and the time of recall (Pan, 1926). Context dependence has been 
researched for several decades and began with the use of animal subjects. One such 
study involved teaching rats to run a maze and then rotating the maze to see if this change 
in environment orientation would affect the rat's ability to run the maze (Watson, 1907). 
Similar studies were later conducted with the use of pigeons (Hunter, 1911) and sparrows 
(Porter, 1906). They found that the maze rotation (change in environment context) 
served to confuse and disorient the animals. This confusion resulted in an increase of 
time it took for the animals to complete the maze, as well as an increase in the number of 
errors (Pan, 1926). 
There are two main competing hypotheses behind why recall is higher when 
tested in the same context as learning. The memory hypothesis attributes poorer recall in 
new environments to participants associating environmental contexts with the learned 
material. Upon recall, participants then use the environmental associations to remember 
the learned material. When participants are asked to recall learned material in a new 
environment they do not have access to the environmental associations which creates a 
recall deficit (Smith, 1979). 
The competing theory is referred to as the performance hypothesis. The 
performance hypothesis attributes poorer recall in new environments to context 
familiarity. When participants recall learned material in a new environment the 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY CONTEXT AND OBJECT LOCATION 
unfamiliar environment generates anxiety, suspicion or interest that creates a 
performance deficit (Smith, 1979). 
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Literature provides more support for the memory hypothesis. For example, Smith 
(1979), used a design which was able to separate environmental associations and 
environment familiarity. Participants were asked to learn a list of words in one room. 
After studying the list of words, participants were then moved to a second room. In this 
second room, participants were asked to draw pictures of the room to familiarize 
themselves to this new environment. They were then tested on their memory of the list of 
words either in the frrst room, second room, or a third neutral room. Recall for the list of 
words was highest for participants who were tested in the same room that they studied the 
list of words in compared to those who recalled words in either the second or neutral 
room. Since participants were familiar with both the fust and second rooms, these results 
support the memory hypothesis, indicating that participants do use environmental 
associations to better recall learned material (Smith, 1979). 
Similar to context dependent memory, which relies on the use of external cues to 
facilitate memory of learned material, state dependent memory relies on the use of 
internal cues (Weisseubom & Duka, 2000). State dependent memory involves changing 
an individual's psycho-physiological state at both encoding and recall (Eich, 1980). 
Changing internal states can be completed various ways, with the use of pharmacological 
drugs like marijuana, alcohol, nicotine, methylphenidate, barbiturates, or d-amphetamine 
(Eich, 1980), changing emotional states such as fear or relaxation (Lang, Craske, Brown 
& Ghaneian, 2001 ), mood states such as happy or neutral (Bartlett & Santrock, 1979), 
changing arousal states (Miles & Hardman, 1998) etc. 
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Frequently Studied Context Cues 
Among the many types of contexts, environment changes have received the most 
attention with some of the first studies dating as far back as 1925. As research involved 
human participants to study context dependent memory, researchers began to investigate 
various forms of environmental manipulation. The most commonly used has been room 
changes (Smith & Vela, 2001 ). 
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Much of the literature regarding context dependence uses a I-list paradigm. In a 
I-list paradigm, participants are presented with the memory target (often a list of words) 
while either being exposed to the context that they will be tested in, or not being exposed 
to the context. For example, Smith, Glenberg, and Bjork (1978) found higher rates of 
recall for participants who studied the list of words in the same room that they were later 
tested in, compared to participants who studied the list of words in a room different from 
the testing room. 
Smith, Glenberg, and Bjork (1978), also investigated context dependence with the 
use of a 2-list paradigm. Participants were asked to learn two lists of words. The first list 
of words was learned in one room, while the second list of words was learned in a 
different room. Participants were then asked to freely recall both lists of words in either 
one of the two rooms used during the learning process, or in a third neutral room. Results 
showed that overall, participants had better recall for the words of the lists that was 
learned and recalled in the same room. In similar studies completed by Smith (1979) and 
Asian, Samenieh, Staudigl, & Bauml, (2010), results also supported higher rates of recall 
for learned words when tested in the same room as encoding. 
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While the aforementioned experiments consisted of controlled laboratory settings, 
there are studies that inquire about the effectiveness of context dependent memory in 
natural/non-laboratory settings. In one of the most well-known context dependency 
studies, participants were asked to learn a list of words while underwater (W) and on dry 
land (D). They were then tested for their memory of the learned list of words either on 
land or on water. Participants completed all four conditions (DD; DW; WW; and WD). 
Participants who learned and recalled the list in the same context (DD and WW) had 
higher rates of recall (Godden & Baddeley, 1975). 
In a similar study, participants were asked to learn a list of words while either 
viewing or not viewing a video of skydiving. Recall for the list of words was higher for 
those who recalled the learned words in conditions that matched encoding (Video-Video 
and No Video-No Video) (Thompson, Williams, L'Esperance, & Cornelius, 2001). 
Context dependent memory has been applied to live academic settings as well. In 
one such study, college students were given the choice to take their scheduled final exam 
in either their course lecture room with their course peers, or to take their final exam in a 
separate room with students from other courses (Van Der Wege & Barry, 2008). 
Students from nine different majors participated. Participants were found to have higher 
scores, by approximately one grade increment, on their final examinations when taken in 
their course lecture room (Van Der Wege & Barry, 2008). This study shows the 
relevance of the topic to everyday life, as well as the educational applications. Similar 
results have been found by Abernethy (1940); Eich (1985); Jensen, Harris and Anderson 
(1971); Metzger, Boschee, Haugen, and Schnobrich (1979); Smith et al. (1978); and 
Smith (1979). 
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However, it should be noted that not all studies on context dependence have 
replicated this effect. For example, students from seven separate college courses were 
used to make 21 conditions where students were tested in either the same or different 
lecture room from their usual. Results showed that changing classrooms at test did not 
significantly affect student performance on the exam (Saufley, Otak:a, & Bavaresco, 
1985). The explanation provided was that differences in the classroom settings may not 
have been different and distinct enough to produce context effects. Beyond this, it is 
possible that due to college students continually being exposed to a variety of classroom 
settings, differences in rooms many not appear particularly distinctive (Sutley, Otak:a, & 
Bavaresco, 1985). 
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Another important application of context dependent memory is in improving eye-
witness testimony. To determine if environmental context-dependent memory has an 
effect beyond laboratory settings and can be used to improve eye-witness testimony, 
Smith and Vela (1992), set up an experiment testing these effects in live staged 
environmental situations. They tested the hypothesis that when returning eyewitnesses to 
the "scene of the crime," eyewitnesses can use environmental context reinstatement to 
help recall memories of the event and increase positive eyewitness facial recognition. 
Participants viewed a staged event in a classroom and were later asked to identify the 
perpetrator in a photo lineup of ten individuals. Participants were either asked to identify 
the perpetrator in the room in which the event occurred, or in a different room. Those 
who were tested in a different room were either given no instructions or were instructed 
to mentally reinstate themselves into the event room by imagining the environment. 
Results found that returning individuals to the room where the event took place increased 
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positive eyewitness facial recognition compared to those tested in a different room. 
However, findings did not show any added benefit for instructing participants to mentally 
reinstate themselves into the event room (Smith & Vela, 1992). Similar significant 
results have been found by Cutler, Penrod, and Martens (1987); Kratka and Penrod 
(1985); and Malpass and Devinem (1981). 
Attention has also been given to the potential clinical applications of context 
dependent memory (Smith, 2013). For example, individuals in even the mild stages of 
Alzheimer's disease have been shown to have a significant decline in the ability to recall 
contextual information. However, only minimal research has been done on the 
relationship between Alzheimer's Disease and context (Haj & Kessels, 2013). 
Conversely, there have been numerous studies examining the relationship 
between aging and contextual binding (Howard, Kahana, & Wingfield, 2006; Spencer & 
Raz, 1995; Kessels, Hobbel, & Postma, 2007). Contextual binding refers to the process 
of binding or associating learned items in memory to the context in whlch they were 
learned (Howard, Kahana, & Wingfield, 2006). Findings suggest that older individuals, 
compared to younger individuals, have a significantly harder time remembering the 
source of information ( context) compared to the actual content of the information 
(Spencer & Raz, 1995). 
Although many studies on context dependence have focused on changing physical 
environments, studies involving other forms of context cues, such as music and odor have 
been conducted as well. One such study found that when participants were given a list of 
words to learn whlle listening to background music, they showed higher rates of recall for 
those words when the background music was the same at recall compared to different 
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music, no music or white noise (Smith, 1985). In a similar study, it was found that recall 
rates were higher when playing different background music that had the same tempo at 
both learning and recall, compared to music with a different tempo (Balch, Bowman, & 
Mohler, 1992). Analogous results were found in a study conducted by Balch, Lewis, and 
Benjamin (1996). 
In a study examining the effectiveness of odor as a context cue, recall rates were 
found to be higher for learned words if background odors were the same at both encoding 
and recall (Herz, 1997). Similar findings have been reported by Aggleton and Waskett 
(1999) and Schab (1990). 
As mentioned previously, not all the studies on context dependence have found 
evidence in support of the effect. Therefore, an important question is - what are the 
factors that increase or decrease context effects? 
Under What Circumstances Has Context Dependence Been Found? 
Studies on context dependent memory have not consistently found significant 
effects. Although the reliability of context dependence has sometimes been questioned 
(Eich, 1985; Fernandez & Glenberg, 1985), a meta-analysis conducted by Smith & Vela 
(1992), concluded that context effects are reliable. Differences found in the effect sizes 
have mainly been attributed to the suppression of ambient environment (Smith et al., 
1978), input and test type (Smith, 1994 ), levels of differences in the environmental 
contexts (Smith, 2013), and arousal levels (Brown, 2002). I will briefly describe these. 
One of the most plausible explanations for the failure to find context effects is the 
outshining hypothesis. The outshining hypothesis has been used to explain why designs 
using free recall at test have succeeded in finding context dependence effects, while 
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designs that entail a suppression of ambient environment (ignoring the current 
environment), e.g. using recognition or emphasizing interitem association at test, have 
been more likely to fail (Godden & Baddeley, 1980; Smith et al., 1978; Jacoby, 1983, 
Smith & Vela, 2001). The outshining hypothesis suggests that individuals do encode 
incidental contexts when learning; however, they may fail to use those contexts as 
retrieval cues if better retrieval cues are available at test, which occurs for example with 
recognition (the stimulus to be retrieved is present) (Smith, 2013). Despite this, it should 
be emphasized that ensuing research has found support for context dependent effects 
even with recognition tests (Smith, 2013; Smith, 1986; Smith, 1988; Smith & Vela, 1992; 
Krafka & Penrod, 1985). This suggests that conflicting results in the literature are not 
solely due to the use of recognition or recall, but to a broader issue of the extent to which 
the context is suppressed. 
It has also been suggested that conflicting data in the literature may be related to 
the use of extrinsic versus intrinsic context cues; also termed intraitem and extraitem 
contexts (Geiselman & Bjork, 1980, Smith, 1986). Intrinsic context cues refer to cues 
provided at test that match the target items learned during encoding. An example would 
be providing text at test that uses the same font as the target word learned during 
encoding. Conversely, extrinsic context cues are cues provided at test that are not 
obviously a direct part of the target items learned during encoding (Smith, 1994), such as 
a smell that was provided at both encoding and recall. Although multiple studies support 
the idea that only intrinsic context cues can be used to affect recognition memory 
(Geiselman & Bjork, 1980; Godden & Baddeley, 1980), other findings suggest that 
recognition memory effects can be found with extrinsic context cues as well (Canas & 
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Nelson, 1986; Smith, 1986). Overall, the preponderance of literature suggests that 
extrinsic and intrinsic context cues can both reliably affect memory (Smith, 1994). 
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An additional explanation as to why some studies may not have found context 
effects is that the testing environments (matching and non-matching) may be too similar. 
It has been proposed that testing in the matching learning context may only be beneficial 
in situations where those recalling in a different context do not have context cues similar 
to, or reminiscent of the original context (Bjork & Richardson-Klavehn, 1989). 
Therefore, the more pronounced the differences between the original and alternative 
contexts are, the more likely context dependent memory effects are found (Smith, 2013). 
Literature supports this explanation, as evidenced by the fact that studies with extremely 
different context environments, such as underwater or dry land, Godden and Baddeley 
(1975, 1980) and skydiving or on land, Thompson, Williams, L'Esperance, and Cornelius 
(2001), appear to be more likely to find context effects compared to studies with similar 
environments (Smith, 2013). 
Another factor that has been proposed is the cue overload effect, also known as 
the fan effect. The cue overload/fan effect implies that the more memory targets 
associated with a cue, the less likely the cue will evoke recall of learned information 
(Smith, 2013). For example, Smith and Manzano (2010) examined context dependent 
memory by having participants learn a total of 30 words superimposed over a varying 
number of videos. Participants were shown 30 words (one at a time) in each of these 
conditions: each word superimposed over a unique video (1:1 ratio), each word 
superimposed over one of 10 videos (3: 1 ), or each word superimposed over one of 2 
videos (15:1). Context dependent memory was found in all three conditions; the one-
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word-per-video condition (least overloaded cue condition) had the highest rate of recall, 
followed by the three word per video condition and last the 15 word per video condition. 
Similar results were found in studies completed by Rutherford (2004) and Isarida, Isarida, 
and Okamoto (2005). 
Finally, although there is minimal research directly investigating the interaction 
between arousal and context dependence, it has been proposed that designs that involve 
high levels of arousal are less likely to find context effects (Brown, 2002). This theory 
postulates that individuals who are experiencing high levels of arousal have restricted 
attentional capacities, hindering their ability to pick up contextual cues and decreasing 
their ability to accurately recall events (Brown, 2002). It has been suggested that our 
attentional capacities are limited, and when faced with an arousing situation, attention is 
directed towards the arousing event rather than towards encoding contextual information 
(Brown, 2002). 
In summary, evidence suggests that context effects are not always detected, and 
do not always have the same effect size. Even though current research is still trying to 
elucidate the factors responsible, the above-mentioned reasons seem to be the most 
plausible. 
Physical Activity as a Context for Memory 
Although numerous studies have been conducted using external environment and 
stimuli as a context cue for memory, there is scarce literature on whether physical activity 
while learning can be used as context cue to improve memory retrieval. In a study 
completed by Miles and Hardman (1998), participants were asked to learn lists of words 
while either performing aerobic exercises via an exercise bicycle or at rest. The heart 
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rates of participants were monitored throughout the study. Participants in the exercise 
condition were required to reach and sustain a heart rate between 120 bpm and 150 bpm. 
Four separate word lists consisting of 36 three-syllabic words were used during encoding. 
All participants came to the laboratory for four days in a row where they completed each 
of the four possible conditions given by the factorial combination of the activity at 
encoding and retrieval (Rest-Exercise, Rest-Rest, Exercise-Rest, and Exercise-Exercise). 
Their expected results were that when heart rates were the same (matching physical 
activity) at both encoding and recall, participants would recall more list words than when 
heart rate differed at encoding and recall. Therefore, in this study the context was 
provided by the type of physical activity engaged in and by the physiological arousal. 
Their hypothesis was corroborated by their findings (Miles & Hardman, 1998). 
In similar studies completed by Clark, Milberg and Ross (1983) and Schramke 
and Bauer ( 1997), arousal as a context cue for state-dependent memory was investigated. 
In both studies, participants were asked to either engage in exercise or rest before 
learning a list of words. Participants were then asked to engage in either the matching or 
opposite activity before recalling the learned words. Clark, Milberg and Ross (1983) 
found that participants doing the same activity before learning and recall remembered 
significantly more words than those in the non-matching activity conditions. This 
supported the hypothesis that an individual's physiological arousal can be used as a 
sufficient context cue for memory. Analogous results were found by Schramke and 
Bauer (1997). 
The crucial difference between the study of Schramke and Bauer (1997) and 
P~k, MUberg and Ross (1983), compareq tp Miles atld Hardman (1998) is that the first 
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two had participants engage in exercise before encoding and recall phases rather than 
during. Therefore, in those studies the physical activity is not a context during learning; 
rather, it is just used to alter the physiological arousal. In other words, those studies 
focus on arousal as a context rather than physical activity per se. 
Besides Miles and Hardman's study (1998), to the best of my knowledge, the only 
other relevant evidence of context effects of physical activity on memory comes from 
studies examining gum chewing as a potential context cue. 
Balcer, Bezance, Zellaby, and Aggleton (2004), examined whether chewing gum 
could be used as a context cue to increase recall of learned list words. Results showed 
that participants in matching learning and recall conditions (gum-gum and no gum-no 
gum) had higher rates of recall in delayed recall conditions (24 hours later), supporting 
the idea that gum chewing is a sufficient context cue. Although similar findings have 
been reported from Rickman, Johnson and Miles (2013); Miles, Charig and Eva (2008); 
and Stephans and Turney (2004 ), other studies have not been able to replicate these 
findings (Miles & Johnson, 2007; Anderson, Berry, Morse & Diotte, 2005; Johnson & 
Miles, 2008). The discrepancy in these findings has been attributed to differences in 
types of memory test being used at recall (immediate vs. delayed recall; short-term 
memory vs. long-term episodic memory) (Miles, Charig, & Eva, 2008). Furthermore, it is 
still unclear whether it is the act of chewing gum, or the taste of the gum, that may serve 
as the context cue (Johnson & Miles, 2008). To date, results have been conflicting. 
In sum, it is safe to say that there is very little research on context effects of 
physical activity. Furthermore, because the effect of chewing gum has been disputed, to 
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the best of my knowledge, the issues has been addressed systematically only in one 
previous study (Miles & Hardman, 1998). 
How Physical Effort Embodies Cognition 
17 
Embodied cognition gained attention beginning in 1975. Before then, cognition 
was mainly understood as 'disembodied,' meaning that an individual' s physical 
representation (body) and surrounding environment was not believed to have an effect on 
our cognitive processes (Lakoff, 2012). Embodied cognition refers to the idea that the 
nervous system, surrounding environment, and body, all play a role in cognition; any 
change to one of these three results in changes in the other two (Barrett, 2011 ). 
In line with this notion, literature has shown that there is a link between physical 
effort and the way space is represented (Witt, Proffitt, & Epstein, 2010). For example, in 
studies examining the perception of space while wearing (more physical effort), or not 
wearing (less physical effort) a weighted backpack, it was found that participants who 
wore a backpack, judged distances to be greater (Proffitt, Stefanucci, Banton, & Epstein, 
2003) and hills to be steeper (Bhalla & Proffitt, 1999) than those not wearing a backpack. 
Similar results were found by Proffitt et al., (2003). Participants were asked to 
give a verbal estimate of distance to a target before and after walking on a treadmill. 
While on the treadmill, participants wore a head-gear displaying a virtual world that 
either moved at the same speed as the treadmill or was motionless. Participants who 
experienced a motionless virtual world estimated the target distance to be greater than it 
was. This suggests that those who experienced zero optic flow felt they had to exert 
more effort to walk to the target, and this was associated with perceiving a farther target. 
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Similar results were found by Rieser, Pick, Asmead, and Garing (1995); 
participants were asked to walk on a treadmill that was placed on a trailer and pulled by a 
tractor. When tested in a task in which they had to walk blindfolded to a target, 
participants who walked on a treadmill that was going faster than the speed of the tractor 
blindwalked past the targets, while participants who walked on a treadmill that went 
slower than the tractor blind walked short of the targets. 
Besides the effect of physical effort on the perception of space, there is also some 
evidence of its effect on memory of space, albeit scarce. In the real world, normally the 
amount of energy used is proportional to the distance traveled. There is research 
suggesting that, when more energy or effort is required to travel a distance, this tends to 
be overestimated in memory (Cohen, Baldwin & Sherman, 1978; Okabe, Aoki, & 
Hamamoto, 1986). 
In Cohen, Baldwin, and Sherman (1978), participants were asked to judge the 
distance traversed on a path. Participants who walked routes that contained slopes or 
environmental barriers tended to overestimate remembered distances compared to 
participants who walked routes without slopes or environmental barriers. Similar results 
were found by Okabe, Aoki, and Hamamoto (1986). Participants were asked to walk 
several routes. When asked to make estimates from memory, participants tended to 
overestimate the distance of routes they walked that were sloped (both uphill and 
downhill), compared to routes that did not contain a slope. 
In sum, there is evidence supporting the link between physical activity/effort and 
the way space is represented. However, because there is only minimal literature 
examining physical activity as a context cue for memory, the goal of the current study 
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was to determine if physical activity can act as a sufficient context cue for spatial location 
memory. 
The Current Study 
The current study aimed to investigate the use of physical activity as a sufficient 
context cue for spatial location memory. This study intended to enhance the current 
understanding of context dependent memory, physical effort as a context cue, as well as 
the relation between context dependence and spatial location memory. As previously 
stated, memory of space and physical effort are linked in our everyday experience. For 
example, the more distance traveled, the more effort required. Although literature 
supports the idea that physical activity/effort affects the perception and memory of space 
(Proffitt, 2006; Erickson, et al., 20 I 0), context effects have not been thoroughly explored. 
There is only one study on context effects of physical activity (Miles & Hardman, 1998), 
and none specifically on its effect on object location memory. The current study 
examined for the first time, to the best of my knowledge, the embodiment of contextual 
memory of space. 
The present study included two experiments; one using a 1-list paradigm and the 
other using a 2-list paradigm. In a I-list paradigm, participants learn one list of items 
while being exposed to the context cue. It is expected that participants who recall in the 
reinstated (matching) context condition will perform better than those who recall in the 
non-matching context. For example, Smith, Glenberg, and Bjork (1978) found higher 
rates of recall for participants who studied a list of words in the same room that they were 
later tested in, compared to participants who studied and recalled the list of words in non-
matching rooms. Conversely, in a 2-list paradigm, participants learn two separate lists of 
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items, each one with a different context. At test, only one context is reinstated, and it is 
expected that the items from the list learned with the reinstated context will be recalled 
better than those learned with the non-reinstated context. For example, participants were 
asked to learn a list of words in room A, while the second list of words was learned in 
room B. Participants then freely recalled both lists of words in either room A, room B, or 
in a neutral room. Recall was best for the lists of words that were learned and recalled in 
matching room (Smith, Glenberg, & Bjork, 1978). 
Although most. of the current literature appears to use a I-list paradigm, stronger 
effects have been found in studies using a 2-list paradigm (Smith 1988; Vela & Smith, 
1992). One explanation is that participants in I-list paradigms may mentally produce 
their own context cues when tested in a context different from their learning context. 
This results in a smaller difference seen between participant's recall abilities in matching 
and non-matching contexts (Smith, 1994). Conversely, in 2-list paradigms, participants 
would not mentally reinstate contextual cues from one context as it would interfere with 
memory for items in another context. This difference in designs, with respect to the 
ability to mentally reinstate context cues, would result in larger differences observed 
between the matching and non-matching conditions in the 2-list paradigm compared to 
the I-list paradigm (Smith, 1994). 
Another important difference between I-list and 2-list designs that should be 
mentioned is the fact that basic I-lists paradigms use a between-subjects design ( each 
participant just learns in one context and at recall this is either reinstated or not), whereas 
in a 2-list paradigm, a within-subject design necessarily is used ( each participant learns in 
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two contexts, and at recall only one is reinstated). This leads to less subject variability 
and more statistical power. 
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Experiment 1 used the 1-list design, because it is a simpler paradigm with shorter 
testing sessions (more of an exploratory study) and experiment 2 used the 2-list design, 
which has more power. 
Experiment 1 
Method 
Participants 
Participants were comprised of undergraduate students attending Eastern Illinois 
University. Participants were students enrolled in the Introductory Psychology 
Participation Pool and received research participation credit for participating in the 
current study. Participants were recruited through the SONA online registration system 
where they were able to view a description of the study and sign up for individual time 
slots. A total of 44 participants were recruited. In total, there were 40 females and 4 
males. 
Materials 
Two stimulus grids were prepared. The first consisted of a 7x4 grid on a 51 x 76 
x .5 centimeters' poster board, containing 28 objects (see Figure 4). The 28 objects were 
adapted from a stimulus array created by Silverman and Eels (1992). The second grid 
consisted of a similar 7x4 grid. The only difference being that the objects had been 
replaced with a number (1-28) (see Figure 6). 
A XS2000 Logic System Health Walker was used for participants to stand or 
walk on in both experiments (see Figure 7). The health walker was positioned in the 
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center of the room. The room was 867 cm long x 420 cm wide by 361 cm tall. The 
health walker was positioned 85 cm away from the poster board. The poster board was 
positioned 145 cm (from the bottom of the board) from the ground. 
Participant heart rates were measured using a Santa Medical Finger Pulse-
Oximeter model SM-165. This provides a digital representation of both heart rate and 
oxygen saturation. 
Procedure 
Informed consent was obtained from all participants before commencing the 
experiment. All data obtained during the duration of the current study followed the 
guidelines generated by the American Psychological Association and was approved by 
the IRB. 
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All participants were tested individually. Participants were informed that the 
purpose of the study was to discover how people remember objects in space. They were 
informed that they, at different points, would be asked to either walk or stand on the 
health walker while studying a grid containing 28 objects. They were informed that they 
would later be asked to recall locations of the objects. To familiarize participants with the 
health walker, they were provided a demonstration of how to walk and stand on the 
health walker, as well as given time to practice and become comfortable with those 
activities. 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (matching 
physical activity on non-matching physical activity). The order of walking/standing at 
encoding and recall was counterbalanced. 
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Experiment 1 consisted of 3 phases: encoding (also referred to as learning), delay, 
and recall (also referred to as testing). During each phase, participants either stood or 
walked on the health walker. When walking, they were asked to follow whatever pace 
they felt comfortable with. In the matching condition, participants performed the same 
physical activity, standing or walking, in both encoding and recall; in the non-matching 
condition, they performed a different physical activity during encoding and recall. 
During the delay participants completed a distractor task while engaged in either walking 
or standing (the activity during the distractor task was always opposite what they did 
during the encoding phase). Participant's pulse rate was taken four times during the 
experimental session using a pulse-oximeter, to ascertain that the physiological state was 
different when walking or standing. Pulse rates were measured after consent (at rest), 
after encoding, after the distractor task, and after recall. 
During the encoding phase, participants had 90 seconds to look at 28 objects on a 
grid. Following, there was a delay lasting three and a half minutes. During the delay, 
there was a distractor task lasting 90 seconds (counting backwards from 200 by three's); 
this was included to prevent participants from continuing to rehearse the object locations. 
Furthermore, the distractor task provided an equivalent exposure to the opposite physical 
activity (stand or walk) they engaged in during encoding; this ensured that any potential 
effect of context could not be explained by unfamiliarity with the physical activity in the 
non-matching conditions. During the recall phase, participants were shown a copy of the 
grid system used in encoding, without the 28 objects. In place of the objects, each empty 
grid box had been labeled with a number. The experimenter showed one by one each 
object's individual picture and verbally stated its name. Participants were instructed to 
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tell the experimenter where each object was located during encoding by verbally stating 
the corresponding grid number. The recall phase was not timed; participants were 
instructed to take as much time as they needed. Overall, the whole experimental session 
lasted approximately 15 minutes. 
Results 
A 2 (physical activity at encoding) x 2 (physical activity at retrieval) between-
subjects factorial ANOV A was run on the number of correctly recalled object locations 
(from Oto 28). Correct responses were coded as 1 point per correct answer. At an alpha 
level of .05, there was no main effect of the type of activity during encoding, F(l ,40) = 
1.41 ,p = .24, 1'li = .03. However, there was a significant main effect of the type of 
activity during recall, F(l ,40) = 8.38, p = .0 I, 1'li = .17. Crucially, there was no 
significant interaction between the type of activity (walking or standing) during encoding 
and the type of activity during recall (walking or standing), F(l ,40) = 0.14,p = .71, 1'li 
= .003. Participants recalled correctly an average of M = 6.72 object locations when 
walking at both encoding and recall (SD = 3. 7 4 ), an average of M = 11. 72 object 
locations when standing at both encoding and recall (SD= 5.62), an average of M = 7.72 
when walking at encoding and standing at recall (SD= 2.24), and an average of M= 9.82 
object locations when standing at encoding and walking at recall (SD = 3.92). 
Completing a matching physical activity between encoding and recall did not lead to a 
significantly increased location memory. 
For a subset of the participants (n = 28), a separate 2 (physical activity at 
encoding) x 2 (physical activity at retrieval) between-subjects factorial ANOV A was 
used to analyze responses coded using Euclidean distance scoring (for the remaining 
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participants, the responses could not be analyzed in this way because the exact grid 
recalled was not recorded). Correct responses (recalling an object in the correct box in 
the grid) were coded as zero points, while incorrect responses were given a score between 
-1 (one box away) and -6 (six boxes away) based on distance from the correct object 
location. For each participant, distance scores for each grid item were summed. 
Results show that there was no significant main effect of the type of activity at 
encoding, F(3,24) = 3.25,p = .08 , '11l = .12 or the type of activity at recall, F(3,24) 
= .2.22, p = .15, 17/ = .08. Crucially, there was no interaction between the type of 
activity (walking or standing) during encoding and the type of activity during recall 
(walking or standing), F(3,24) = .18,p = .67, 11/ = .008. Again, completing a matching 
physical activity between encoding and recall did not lead to increased location memory. 
Additionally, a one-way analysis of variance for repeated measures was 
conducted on the heart rates of participants after consent (rest), after first time they 
walked on the health walker, and after first time they stood. Results show that there are 
significant differences in the heart rates of participants across the three different levels, 
F(2, 86) = 29.69,p < .001, 1,2= .41. Pairwise comparisons with Sidak correction show 
that the heart rates of participants after consent (M= 86.75, SD = 16.67) were 
significantly lower compared to the heart rates of participants after first walk (M = 
101.11 , SD = 16.67) and after first stand (M= 97.64, SD = 15.87),p < .001. Other 
pairwise comparisons were not found to be statistically significant. 
Discussion 
As previously stated, my hypothesis was that participants doing matching 
physical activity at encoding and recall would show significantly higher rates of recall for 
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object locations when compared to participants in the non-matching physical activity 
conditions. Results did not support my hypothesis: there was no-significant interaction 
between activity at encoding and that at retrieval, and thus no evidence of a context effect 
of physical activity on object location memory. 
Studies of context dependent memory have not consistently found effects, and 
literature suggests that failure to find context effects may be related to the memory 
paradigm used (Smith, 1994). In the present study, I used a I-list, between-subjects 
design. The literature suggests that stronger context effects have been found in studies 
using a 2-list within-subjects design (e.g., Smith 1988; Vela & Smith, 1992). An 
important difference between I-list and 2-list designs that should be noted is that, a basic 
I -list design uses a between-subjects design where each participant learns in only one 
context and at recall the context is either reinstated or not. However, in a 2-list design, a 
within-subject design is used, where each participant learns in two contexts, and at recall 
only one of the contexts is reinstated. The use of a within-subjects design leads to less 
subject variability and more statistical power. In an attempt to be more thorough, a 
second experiment was conducted that used this design. 
Furthermore, the literature suggests that another potential reason for differences 
found in the effect sizes of context effects can be credited to the cue overload effect. The 
cue overload/fan effect suggests that as more memory targets become associated with the 
same cue, the less likely that the cue will sufficiently evoke recall of the learned 
information (Smith, 2013). In Experiment 1, a total of28 objects were used per one 
context cue (physical activity or no physical activity). Failure to find a significant 
context effect may be due to too many memory targets (object locations) being associated 
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with the same cue (physical activity or no physical activity). For this reason, in 
Experiment 2, two different 14-object grids were used in combination with the two 
context cues. 
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Regarding the heart rate of the participants, surprisingly there was not a 
significant difference between the heart rates after their first time walking on the health 
walker and after their first time standing on the health walker. This may have been due to 
participants not having time for their heart rates to return to resting between experimental 
phases. Participants' heart rates were first taken within minutes of arrival. Given the 
location of the experiment (third floor), many participants' heart rates were higher than 
resting due to having engaged in climbing flights of stairs recently. Furthermore, 
participants received no time in between the encoding, delay and recall phases for their 
heart rates to return to resting. For this reason, in Experiment 2, participants engaged in a 
5-minute cool down upon arrival before taking their heart rate, and a 5-cool down 
between experimental phases. 
In sum, Experiment 1 did not find context effects of physical activity on spatial 
location memory. Based on some of the limitations, a second experiment was completed 
that: (1) used a 2-list within-subject design; (2) decreased the ratio of memory targets to 
context cues; (3) and adjusted the procedure to allow more time for participant's heart 
rates to return to resting between conditions. 
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Experiment 2 
Method 
Participants 
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Participants were comprised of undergraduate students attending Eastern Illinois 
University. Participants were students enrolled in the Introductory Psychology 
Participation Pool and received research participation credit for participating in the 
current study. Participants were recruited through the SONA online registration system 
where participants were able to view a description of the study and sign up for individual 
time slots. A total of 32 participants were recruited in Experiment 2 (different 
participants from Experiment 1 ). In total, 24 females and 8 males were recruited for this 
study. 
Materials 
For Experiment 2, four 7x4 stimulus grids were prepared (same dimensions as in 
Experiment I). Object grid A, contained 14 objects positioned in every other box 
(starting with the first box) (see Figure 5). Object grid B, contained 14 objects that had 
been positioned in every other box (starting with the second box) (see Figure 5); the 
objects in object grid A and B were located in complementary, non-overlapping boxes. 
The third, was an empty grid containing the numbers 1-28 and Velcro (see Figure 7). 
The A XS2000 Logic System Health Walker testing setup was identical to 
Experiment I ( see Figure 8). 
Procedure 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (recalled 
walking or standing). The order of the presentation of the grid to be encoded was 
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counterbalanced. All participants were tested individually. Upon participant's arrival, 
they were given a five minute "cool down" period to allow their heart rate to fall to 
resting. During this "cool down" period, participants were informed that the purpose of 
the study was to discover how people remember objects in space. They were informed 
that they would, at different points, be asked to either walk or stand on the health walker 
while studying a grid containing a variety of objects. They were informed that they 
would later be asked to recall the locations of the objects. After concluding the five 
minute "cool down" period, participant heart rates were taken with the use a pulse-
oximeter. 
To familiarize participants with the health walker, they were provided a 
demonstration of how to walk and stand on the health walker, as well as given time to 
practice and become comfortable with those activities. 
Experiment 2 was composed of three phases: encoding I, encoding II, and recall. 
Encoding phase I. In encoding phase I, participants were asked to either walk or 
stand on the health walker. First, the participant was asked to engage in the designated 
activity for 30 seconds before being presented the object grid to be remembered. While 
continuing the activity, the participant was then shown the 14 object grid (either A or B), 
for a total of 45 seconds. 
After encoding, the participant entered a rehearsal phase. Participants were 
instructed to continue engaging in the designated activity. They were shown a blank 
numerical grid that did not contain any of the previously encoded objects. Participants 
were shown each object's picture, one by one by the experimenter, and were verbally told 
the name of each of the 14 objects. Participants were instructed to tell the experimenter 
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where objects were previously located by verbally stating the corresponding grid number. 
Participants were given verbal feedback as to whether their response was correct or 
incorrect. A picture of the object was then placed on the blank grid in the correct 
location. The rehearsal section was not timed; participants were instructed to take as 
much time as they needed. 
Once the rehearsal phase was completed, the participant was instructed to 
continue to engage in the designated activity and was given an additional 30 seconds to 
study the previously seen object grid. 
Participants were then instructed to step off of the health walker. Their heart rate 
was measured using the pulse-oximeter. After this, participants entered a second five-
minute "cool down" phase in order to allow their heart rate to fall to resting. During the 
"cool down" phase, participants were instructed to sit and await further instruction. 
Encoding Phase II. They were instructed to step back on to the health walker. 
Participants were instructed to follow the same procedure as for encoding phase 1, with 
the following two exceptions. Participants were asked to engage in the opposite activity 
(walk or stand) of encoding phase I. Furthermore, a new list of objects (grid A or B), 
different from encoding phase I was presented. 
Recall phase. Participants were asked to step on to the health walker to complete 
the recall phase. They were instructed to begin either walking or standing. After 
engaging in the designated activity for 30 seconds, the participant was shown a blank 
numerical grid. Participants were shown each object's picture, one by one by the 
experimenter, and were verbally told the name of each of the 28 objects (both grids A and 
B). The 28 objects from both grids were presented in pseudo-random order, identical for 
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all participants. Participants were instructed to tell the experimenter where each of these 
objects were previously located by verbally stating the corresponding grid number. No 
experimenter feedback was provided. The recall section was not timed; participants were 
instructed to take as much time as they needed. Overall, the experimental session lasted 
approximately 45 minutes. 
Results 
A 2 (within subjects: grid learned while walking and standing) x 2 (between 
subjects: physical activity at recall) x 2 (between subjects: sex of participant) mixed 
factorial ANOVA was used to analyze responses coded using Euclidean distance scoring. 
Correct responses (recalling an object in the correct box in the grid) were coded as zero 
points, while incorrect responses were given a score between-I (one box away) and -6 
(six boxes away), based on distance from the correct object location. For each 
participant, distance scores for each grid item were summed. 
At an alpha level of .05, the main effect of grid learned while walking or standing 
was marginally significant, F(l, 28) = 3.29, p = .08, YJl = .11. Participants recalled object 
locations marginally better for the grid learned while standing than that learned while 
walking. Furthermore, there was a significant main effect of the activity at recall, F(l, 28) 
= 7 .60, p = .01, YJl = .07. Participants recalled significantly more object locations when 
standing at recall compared to walking at recall. 
Crucially, the interaction between grid and activity at recall was not statistically 
significant, F(l, 28) = .81,p = .38, 11/ = .03 (see Figure 2). Participants average score for 
correctly recalled object locations from the list learned while walking was M = -16.00 
(SD= 10.13) when walking and recall and M = -10.88 (SD = 6.81) when standing at 
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recall. Participants average score for correctly recalled object locations for the list 
learned while standing was M = -8.81 (SD = 4.67) when standing at recall and M = -
12.38 (SD= 8.14) when walking at recall. Additionally, the main effect of sex of 
participant was also found to be significant, F(l , 28) = 6.04, p = .02, YIP 2 = .18. Females 
recalled more object locations. Overall, did not support my hypothesis that participants 
would recall more object locations from the grid learned while engaged in a matching 
physical activity. 
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Other interactions were also not significant: between grid and sex of participant, 
F(l, 28) = .16, p = .69, rtl = .006, and between grid, recall activity, and sex of 
participant, F(l , 28) = .48,p = .49, r,/ = .02. However, there was a significant 
interaction found between the sex of participant and the activity performed at recall, F(l , 
28) = 4.17,p = .05, rtl = .13. Analysis of simple effects revealed that males scored 
significantly better when standing (M= -10.63, SD= 4.78) than walking (M = -22.63, SD 
= 9.66) (p = .010), whereas females' scores when walking (M = -11.38, SD = 7.29) or 
standing (M = -9.58, SD= 6.22) at recall were not significantly different (p = .480). 
Furthermore, when standing the scores were not significantly different between males 
and females (p = . 771 ), whereas when walking females performed significantly better 
than males (p = .004). 
The same mixed factorial ANOV A was run on the number of correctly recalled 
object locations (from Oto 28) coding correct responses as 1 point per correct answer, 
and O for every incorrect answer (regardless of the distance). 
In this case, there was no significant main effect of grid, F( 1, 28) = 1.87, p = .18, 
r,l = .06, no-significant main effect of the activity at recall, F(l , 28) = 2.05, p = .16, r,l 
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= .07, and a marginally significant main effect of sex , F(l , 28) = 3.24,p = .08, r,/ = .10. 
Females recalled marginally more object locations (M= 7.54, SD= 3.36) compared to 
males (M = 5.50, SD = 2.53). Furthermore, there was no significant interaction found: 
between the sex of participant and the activity performed at recall, F( l , 28) = 2.05, p 
= .16, rJi = .07, between grid and recall activities, F(l, 28) = .21,p = .65, rJi = .007, 
between grid and sex of participant, F(l, 28) = .038,p = .85, rJl = .001 , and between 
grid, activity at recall, and the sex of participant, F(l , 28) = .12, p = .75, 11/ = .004. 
A one-way analysis of variance for repeated measures was conducted on the heart 
rates of participants after consent (rest), after first time they walked on the health walker, 
and after first time they stood. Results show that there were significant differences in the 
heart rates of participants across the three different levels, F(2, 56) = 22.61, p < .001 , 112 
= .45. Pairwise comparisons with Sidak correction show that the heart rates of 
participants at rest (M= 83.31, SD = 15.78) were significantly lower compared to the 
heart rates of participants after standing (M = 90.76, SD= 15.34) and walking (M= 
99.34, SD = 18.82). Furthermore, the heart rates of participants after standing were 
significantly lower than the heart rates of participants after walking. 
Discussion 
As previously stated, my central hypothesis was that participants would have 
significantly higher rates of recall for the object grid (grid A or B) that was encoded and 
recalled under the same activity conditions; e.g., those who encode grid A while walking 
and grid B while standing, would show higher rates of recall for object locations from 
grid A when also walking during recall, and vice versa. This context effect would entail 
a significant interaction between the factor of grid and the factor of activity at recall. 
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However, when analyzing data using Euclidean distance scoring, there was no significant 
interaction. Even if the data was coded with the 1 ( correct) / 0 (incorrect) scoring system, 
the interaction was not significant. Therefore, the results did not support my hypothesis. 
This outcome is consistent with Experiment 1, and conflicts with the findings of a 
similar experiment conducted by Miles and Hardman (1998). When participants were 
asked to learn and recall lists of words while either performing aerobic exercises via an 
exercise bicycle or at rest, results showed a significant interaction between the activity at 
encoding and the activity at recall. However, the main effect of activity at encoding and 
the main effect of activity at recall were not found to be significant. 
Given that Miles and Hardman (1998) reported a significant context effect, it is 
important to note the key differences between their experiment and mine. In their study, 
participants were asked to learn a list of 36 words that were provided to them auditorily, 
while in the current study participants were asked to learn a total of28 object locations 
that were provided to them visually. Despite this difference, literature suggests that 
visual and auditory stimuli are subject to comparable effects on both physical and 
cognitive tasks (Woodham, Billinghurst, & Helton, 2016). Additionally, participants in 
their study engaged in exercise through the use of a bicycle ergometer, while participants 
in the current study used a health walker. And crucially, in their study, participants were 
then asked to freely recall the list of words, while the current study utilized an object 
location memory task, similar to a cued recall design related to spatial memory. The 
importance of these factors will be further discussed in the general discussion. 
Additional findings in Experiment 2 indicate that females recalled significantly 
more object locations compared to males. Furthermore, a significant interaction was 
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found between the sex of participant and the activity performed at recall. Overall, males 
scored significantly better when standing than walking, whereas females' scores when 
walking or standing at recall were not significantly different. The sex difference 
observed is consistent with literature showing a female advantage in object location 
memory (Eals & Silverman, 1994; Silverman & Eals, 1992; Lejbak, Vrbancic, & 
Crossley, 2008; and Neave, Hamilton, Hutton, Tildsley, & Pickering, 2005). A meta-
analysis (Voyer, Postma, Brake, & Imperato-McGinley, 2007) examining the gender 
difference in object location memory tasks supports a female advantage. In total, 86 
effect sizes were analyzed. Results suggest that females (over the age of 13) have a 
significant advantage over males at learning and recalling the location of objects. One 
theory explaining the female advantage is the Division of Labor Model, also known as 
the Gathering Hypothesis. This theory postulates that in the past, males were largely 
hunters while the female ' s role was to gather/forage. These roles resulted in a division of 
developed spatial skills, wherein females have an advantage in object location memory 
and males have an advantage in navigational skills (Neave et al., 2005). It should be 
noted that the effect of sex was analyzed in Experiment 2, but not in Experiment 1 
because of the limited number of male participants. 
Although my hypothesis was not supported, data showed that participants recalled 
object locations marginally better for the grid learned while standing than the grid learned 
while walking, as well as recalled significantly more object locations when standing at 
recall compared to walking. This result is consistent with an interference effect when 
performing a cognitive task and a physical activity task simultaneously due to a 
competition for cognitive resources (Darling & Helton, 2014). Similar findings have 
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been obtained in Experiment 1, and the effect of interference will be discussed in the 
general discussion. 
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Finally, regarding the heart rates of participants, there were significant differences 
across the three levels (at rest, after walking and after standing). Heart rates were lowest 
at rest and highest after walking, with heart rates after standing falling in between the 
two. In Experiment 1 the heart rates did not vary significantly among the activities. The 
significant findings of Experiment 2 are almost certainly due to the procedure change 
implemented requiring participants to engage in a 5-minute cool down upon arrival 
before taking their heart rate and a 5-minute cool down in between encoding phases I and 
II. 
In sum, also Experiment 2 did not find context effects of physical activity on 
object location memory. However, there was a marginal memory advantage for the object 
locations learned while standing compared to walking, as well as a significant memory 
advantage for object locations recalled when standing compared to walking. 
General Discussion 
Both Experiments 1 and 2 failed to find context effects of physical activity on 
object location memory. Context effects have been found profusely with many different 
stimuli (Smith, Glenberg, & Bjork, 1978; Smith & Vela, 1992; Smith, 1985); specifically, 
there is evidence of physical activity acting as a context too (Miles & Hardman, 1998). 
First, it is important to note that the current study used comparable sample sizes to 
previous literature using similar designs. Experiment I included 44 participants, with 11 
participants in each of the 4 possible conditions. Experiment 2 included 32 participants, 
with 16 in each of the 2 conditions. The following studies used a I-list design. Herz 
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(1997) investigated the use of odors as a context cue; in total 64 participants were used 
with 16 participants in each of the 4 possible conditions. Godden and Baddley (1975), 
using 18 participants in a four-condition repeated measures design, examined 
environment (on dry land or underwater) as a context cue. Additionally, Miles and 
Hardman (1998) investigated cardiovascular activity (using a stationary bike) as a context 
cue. In total, 24 participants were used in a four condition repeated measures design. 
Furthermore, the following studies used a 2-list design. Smith, Glenberg & Bjork (1978) 
investigated the effect of room changes on recall. A total of 24 participants were used 
with 8 participants assigned to each of the three conditions. Asian et. al, (2010) also 
investigated the effect of room changes on recall using a total of 40 participants with 20 
participants in each of the two conditions. Therefore, the failure of my study to find a 
significant context effect is not likely due to a lower statistical power. 
As previously stated, not all the studies on context dependence have reported 
significant effects. One explanation that has been given is the outshining hypothesis. The 
outshining hypothesis has been used to explain why designs that entail a suppression of 
ambient environment (ignoring the current environment), e.g. using recognition or 
emphasizing interitem association at test, have been more likely to fail, while those that 
use free recall at test have mostly succeeded in finding context dependence effects 
(Godden & Baddeley, 1980; Smith et al., 1978; Jacoby, 1983, Smith & Vela, 2001). The 
outshining hypothesis proposes that individuals do encode incidental contexts when 
learning information; however, if better retrieval cues are accessible at the time of recall 
- which occurs for example with recognition or cued recall - they may fail to use the 
incidental contexts that were encoded as retrieval cues (Smith, 2013). The outshining 
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hypothesis may act as an explanation for the differences between the results of the current 
study and that of Miles and Hardman (1998). Miles and Hardman utilized a free recall 
task, whereas, in the current study, I used a cued recall task. Given that at recall 
participants viewed the image of each object location to be recalled, the presence of the 
image may have acted as a better retrieval cue than the intended context cue (physical 
activity). The present study has the merit of being the first to address context effects of 
physical activity on object location memory; however, future studies should use a free 
recall design (the participant has to recall both object location and identity) to ascertain if 
the null effect here is due to the outshining hypothesis or there is something special about 
spatial memory. 
Another potential explanation for the failure to find context effects is that there 
was an interference effect of motor task on memory at the retrieval phase for both 
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. In general, task interference is created by a lack of 
sufficient attentional capacity. When two tasks are similar in nature or share cognitive 
resources, these tasks may interfere with one another when completed simultaneously, 
due to an overlap in resources needed to engage in the tasks. Additionally, the more 
demanding both tasks are, the more likely they are to interfere with one another (Darling 
& Helton, 2014). 
In the current study, participants recalled significantly more correct object 
locations when standing compared to walking at recall (both in Experiment I and 2). 
Additionally, a marginal interference effect of motor task on memory was found at the 
encoding phase in Experiment 2. Participants recalled marginally more correct object 
locations when standing compared to walking at encoding. 
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These findings are consistent with research completed using the dual-task 
interference paradigm. For example, Green and Helton (2011) asked experienced 
climbers to complete three tasks: a traverse climbing task, a seated memory task, and a 
dual traverse climbing task combined with a memory task. During the traverse climbing 
task, participants were asked to traverse an indoor rock climbing wall while not engaging 
in a memory task. During the seated memory task, participants were asked to encode 
(auditorily) and recall 20 words from one of three possible word lists while remaining 
seated. During the dual traverse climbing and memory task, participants were asked to 
traverse an indoor rock climbing wall while also encoding (auditorily) 20 words from one 
of three possible word lists. Upon completing the climb, participants were asked to write 
down as many words they could recall from the list learned while climbing. Recall scores 
obtained while engaging in the dual traverse climbing and memory task were 
significantly less (by 50%) than those who engaged in the seated memory task. 
Additionally, they found that individuals' climbing efficiency was also significantly 
decreased when engaging in the dual traverse and memory task compared to the single 
climbing task. Similar results were found by Darling and Helton (2014) and Woodham, 
Billinghurst and Helton (2016). 
Although a significant decrease in climbing efficiency was found, a decrease in 
climbing distance was not shown. Interestingly, it seems that when a physical task and a 
cognitive one are carried out at the same time, the physical task is prioritized (Green & 
Helton, 2011; Darling & Helton, 2014; Shumway-Cook, Woollacott, Kerns, & Baldwin., 
1997). It has been suggested that individuals may prioritize a physical activity over a 
cognitive task due to concerns for physical safety. More attention and effort is given to 
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completing the physical task in a safe manner (Bourdin, Teasdale, & Nougier., 1998), 
such as maintaining postural stability, maintaining balance, not falling or injuring oneself. 
Along these same lines, evidence indicates that individuals show a significant 
interference in a cognitive task when they are engaging in a highly demanding physical 
activity. For example, participants performed significantly better on a verbal fluency task 
when they stood or sat (less demanding task) during encoding compared to those who 
were walking at encoding (more demanding task) (Yogev-Seligmann et al., 2010). 
Similar findings have been reported for participants running on a treadmill (more 
demanding) compared to participants who pedaled on a stationary bike (less demanding) 
(Lambourne & Tomporowski, 2010), or participants who were asked to engage in 
increased physical demands by walking on a treadmill with an inclination, adding 
obstacles, or putting limitations on movements (Sparrow, Bradshaw, Lamoureux, & 
Tirosh, 2002; Gage, Sleik, Polych, McKenzie, & Brown, 2003). Furthermore, research 
indicates that when cognitive task demands are increased, walking speeds decrease 
(Lindenberger, Marsiske, & Baltes, 2000). 
The interference suffered in cognitive tasks when engaging in physical activities 
that are more demanding may account for the conflicting results between the current 
study and the study completed by Miles and Hardman, (1998). While the current study 
used a health walker, Miles and Hardman engaged participants in physical activity 
through the use of a stationary bike. Engaging in physical activity with the use of the 
health walker may have been more physically demanding than pedaling on a stationary 
bike, resulting in an interference in the current study that was not seen in the Miles and 
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Hardman study. This interference effect could have washed away a possible context 
effect. 
The previously mentioned studies in dual task literature use auditory stimuli for 
word presentation. To the best of my knowledge, only one study to date involves visual 
stimuli in complex physical contexts. Their findings show a decrease in both physical 
and cognitive tasks performance, and this decrease is comparable to studies using 
auditory stimuli (Woodham, Billinghurst, & Helton, 2016). 
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The current study required participants to either walk (more physically 
demanding) or stand (less physically demanding) while both encoding and recalling 
object locations. It is possible that walking on a health walker interfered with 
participants' ability to encode and recall object locations. Walking on the health walker 
while also encoding or recalling object locations may have competed for shared cognitive 
resources, resulting in placing a priority on the physical activity rather than the cognitive 
task. 
Even though in Experiment 2 there was a practice procedure to acquaint the 
participant with the task, for future studies, it is suggested to make the physical activity 
less demanding as to climinish the competition for cognitive resources. This may be 
accomplished using a stationary bike, a non-elevated treadmill, or some other form of 
physical activity that does not require as much balance and postural stability as does a 
health walker. Additionally, because health walkers are not commonly used in everyday 
life of an undergraduate student, it is also conceivable that participants were placing a 
priority on the physical activity due to concerns for physical safety in an unfamiliar 
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situation. It is also suggested that the familiarization phase be extended to allow 
participants to become comfortable with the health walker and the movements required. 
Conclusion 
As previously stated, to the best of my knowledge, only one study has systematically 
addressed the use of physical activity as a context cue for memory (Miles & Hardman, 
1998) and there is currently no literature on context-dependence related to spatial location 
memory. The current study was the first to investigate the use of physical activity as a 
sufficient context cue for object location memory. 
Although Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 did not find evidence supporting context 
effects of physical activity on object location memory, an interesting interference effect 
emerged of physical activity on memory retrieval. Future studies should address whether 
the lack of context effect is due to the recall task used ( cued recall), to the interference 
effect, or to a more specific issue with spatial memory. This will be important for 
understanding episodic memory as it applies to spatial contexts. 
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Table I 
Experiment l ANOV A Summary Table: 1.0 Scoring 
Sources of ss df MS F p Partial Power 
Variance Eta 
Sq_uared 
Between-
Groups 
Effects 
Between- 23.27 1 23.27 1.41 .24 .03 .21 
Groups 
Factor 
(Activity 
During 
Encoding 
Between- 138.27 1 138.27 8.38 .006* .17 .81 
Groups 
Factor 
(Activity 
During 
Recall) 
Interaction 2.27 1 2.27 .14 .71 .003 .07 
Within-
Groups 660.18 40 16.51 
Effect 
(Residuals) 
*p <.05, **p <.001, N= 44. 
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Table 2 
Experiment 1 ANOV A Summary Table: Euclidean Scoring 
Sources of ss df MS F p Partial Power 
Variance Eta 
Squared 
Between-
Groups 
Effects 
Between- 567.00 1 567.00 3.25 .08 .12 .41 
Groups 
Factor 
(Activity 
During 
Encoding 
Between- 386.27 1 386.27 8.38 .15 .08 .30 
Groups 
Factor 
(Activity 
During 
Recall) 
Interaction 32.14 1 32.14 .18 .67 .008 .07 
Within-
Groups 4186.00 24 174.42 
Effect 
(Residuals) 
*p <.05, **p <.001, N = 28. 
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Table 3 
Experiment 2 ANOV A Summary Table: Euclidean Scoring 
Sources of ss df MS F p Partial Power 
Variance Eta 
Squared 
Between-
Groups 
Effects 
Activity at 570.63 1 570.63 7.60 .01 * .07 .76 
Recall 
Sex of 453.26 1 453.25 6.04 .02* .18 .66 
Participant 
Within-
Groups 
Effect 
List 78.80 1 78.80 3.29 .08 .11 .42 
List x 
Activity at 19.38 1 19.38 .81 .38 .03 .14 
Recall 
List x Sex 
of 3.80 1 3.80 .16 .70 .006 .07 
Participant 
Sex of 
Participant 312.63 1 312.63 4.17 .05 .13 .50 
x Activity 
at Recall 
Listx 11.51 I 11.51 .48 .49 .02 .10 
Activity at 
Recall x 
Sex of 
Participant 
(Residuals) 671.04 28 23.97 
*p <.01, **p <.001, N = 32. 
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Table 4 
Experiment 2 ANOV A Summary Table: 1.0 Scoring 
Sources of ss df MS F p Partial Power 
Variance Eta 
S uared 
Between-
Groups 
Effects 
Activity at 31.69 1 31.69 2.05 .16 .07 .28 
Recall 
Sex of 50.02 1 50.02 3.24 .08 .10 .41 
Participant 
Within-
Groups 
Effect 
List 9.19 1 9.19 1.87 .18 .06 .26 
List x 
Activity at 1.02 1 1.02 2.08 .65 .007 .07 
Recall 
Listx Sex 
of .19 1 .19 .04 .85 .001 .05 
Participant 
Sex of 
Participant 31.69 1 31.69 2.05 .16 .07 .28 
x Activity 
at Recall 
List x .52 1 .52 .11 .75 .004 .06 
Activity at 
Recall x 
Sex of 
Participant 
(Residuals) 137.67 28 4.92 
*p <.05, **p <.001, N = 32. 
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Figure 1. Graph showing the average number of correct object locations recalled for 
encoding activity and recall activity. A significant main effect of the type of activity 
during recall was found. 
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Figure 2. Graph showing the average recall score (Euclidean distance scoring) for recall 
activity and grid (Learned While Walking and Standing) in Experiment 2. The main 
effect of grid learned while walking or standing was marginally significant, there was a 
significant main effect of the activity at recall, and crucially, the interaction between grid 
and activity at recall was not statistically significant. 
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Figure 3. Graph showing the average recall score (Euclidean distance scoring) for recall 
activity and sex. A significant main effect of sex of participant and a significant 
interaction between the sex of participant and the activity performed at recall was found. 
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Figure 4. Picture of the 28-object grid used in Experiment 1. 
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Figure 5. Picture of Grid A and Grid B used in Experiment 2. 
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Figure 6. Picture of the Blank grid used for the recall phase in Experiment 1 and 2 . 
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Figure 7. Picture of the experimental setup and the XS2000 Logic System Health 
Walker used in both Experiment 1 and 2. 
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